KW Commercial High Country is the first and only Nationally Affiliated and Networked Branch of a Commercial Real Estate Company in the Region.

We are currently looking for a forward-minded individual with a willingness to learn Commercial Real Estate Software Applications as well as marketing and sales technics (no sales are involved).

A work week would be approximately 15 hours and hours can be completely flexible and the work environment is relaxed.

Our office is located at 643 Greenway Road and is next to an AppleCart Stop. This is a position for credit but could become a paying position.

The following software is preferred, but not necessary:

- Microsoft Access (or Equivalent Database Program)
- Microsoft Excel
- Corel Draw (or equivalent)
- Loopnet
- Wix (and/or Dreamweaver)

Please email your cover letter and resume to ErikLanier@gmail.com

Each office is Independently Owned and Operated